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Small car. Big personality. A whole new outlook on 
life. That’s Aygo. City driving has never been so 
much fun.
Genuine Toyota accessories add to the experience. 
More style or distinction? Extra practicality or 
innovation? You can do it with Toyota accessories. 
The range creates freedom to express individuality 
and choose the way you like things to be.
Reassuringly, each accessory is made especially 
for Toyota. The integration is seamless, the safety 
without question, and the performance as 
stimulating as your Aygo itself.
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Customised
The look says it all. Your car. Your style. With Aygo accessories you can really 
make a statement about who you are. Decorative stickers for the roof, sides 
and console. Coloured air vents. A sporty tachometer. It’s personal. The 
choices are all yours.

01 & 02 Air vents
 Your choice of red or blue  
 for the dashboard.

03 Tachometer
  Sporty rev counter in a 

grey, blue or green 
surround.

04 Console appliqué   
 – geometric 
 Custom designed with a  
 metallic geometric   
 pattern.

05 Console appliqué – floral 
  Adds a stylish floral appeal 

to the centre cluster.

06 Side panel sticker   
 – geometric 
 Stand out with a bold  
 geometric pattern.

07 Side panel sticker – floral
  Designed to show your 

natural self.

08 Roof sticker
  The ultimate expression of 

love for life.
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Technology for life
There are some things you just can’t live without. Great technology is probably right there at the top of the list.

You carry a mobile so you’ll want a hands-free kit for your car. A passion for music needs high quality audio. 
And city driving means extra security. Toyota technology accessories are custom designed for modern life.

Importantly, with Toyota technology every button and display is designed to be user friendly. Every function 
has been conceived to satisfy a need.
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Bluetooth® hands-free system*

Ideal if your car isn’t enabled for Bluetooth® communications as 
standard or fitted with Toyota Connect navigation. An illuminated 
control pad and voice recognition commands ensure ease of use. 
It will also play music stored on your phone through the Aygo’s 
speakers. 

Connect multimedia navigation
So much more than navigation, Connect integrates exceptional 
town and country route-finding with your personal technologies 
and Bluetooth® mobile phones.

– Detachable TomTom navigation with 4.3” screen. 
– Touch screen controls and voice activated destination input. 
– Full map coverage of either West or East Europe. 
– On-line map updating. 
– Speed camera notification. 
– Connected services including weather updates. 
– On-line map share via TomTom Community. 
– iPod and USB connectivity for car speaker playback. 
– Bluetooth® technology for mobile phone integration.
– Integral picture viewing software. 
– Choice of over 25 languages for navigation commands. 
– Unit folds flat for added security when not in use.

*Contact your Toyota retailer for details of phone compatibility.
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Dynamic
Toyota, technology and life. It’s a perfect combination. Everything about the 
accessory range complements today’s dynamic world whether your goal is 
effortless navigation, better listening, more security or a safer way of keeping 
in touch. 

01 iPod, iPhone integration
 Connects your personal  
 technologies with the  
 Aygo’s audio or navigation  
 system.

02 Sound pack
 Creates an outstanding  
 acoustic performance by  
 adding front tweeters and  
 front door speakers to your  
 car’s pre-fitted speaker  
 system.

03 CD changer
 A six CD changer for hours  
 of listening pleasure.

04 HomeLink®

 Operates up to three home  
 automation systems such  
 as garage doors, drive  
 gates and security lighting  
 from inside your car.  
 Available in a choice of  
 colours.

05 Vehicle security system 
  A powerful alarm to 

complement the Aygo’s 
pre-fitted immobiliser. An 
optional incline sensor 
warns of attempted wheel 
theft and towing.
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Form and function 
The Aygo takes a different perspective on city living. Toyota accessories make it even more personal.

With Toyota accessories you can tailor your car to the life you lead. There are style accessories such as 
spoilers, skirts, mouldings and garnishes. Alloys to express individuality. Sensors for help with parking. And 
specialised roof rack attachments for that go anywhere do anything spirit.

Every detail has been considered to balance form with function. Each accessory complements the passion of 
your Aygo.
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Individuality
Your choice of wheels. It’s the ultimate in self expression. With options for 
different designs and colours you can create a look that really shows how  
you feel. Lowering springs add to the effect by giving your Aygo a sporty 
low-slung appeal.

01 Wheel covers
 Gives standard steel  
 wheels a stylish new look.

02 Wheel locks
 The rounded profile and  
 coded key help protect  
 your valuable alloys.

Ateles 14” – natural alloy

Antibes 14” – anthracite

Ateles 14” – anthracite

Antibes 14” – sterling silver

Antibes 14” – natural alloy

Ragno 14” – natural alloy

03 Lowering springs
 Engineered to complement  
 the Aygo’s shock   
 absorbers.

02

01

03

Olea 14” – natural alloy
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Style
Toyota accessories are all about adding those extra details to show how you 
like things to be. Importantly, the design themes are complementary so you 
can combine style accessories such as skirts and a spoiler with the practicality 
of protective mouldings and mud flaps.

01 02
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01 & 02 Roof spoiler
  Integrates with your car’s 

streamlined efficiency. 

03 Rear skirt
  Adds extra sports appeal 

to your car’s rear.

04 Rear chrome garnish 
  An eye-catching design 

detail.

05 Exhaust pipe finisher 
  Durable chrome finish for 

added style.

06 Silencer
 For that sporty appeal of a  
 deep bass growl.

07 Side skirts 
 Create a dynamic   
 low-profile appearance.

08 Side mouldings 
 Dependable protection  
 against minor scrapes.

09 Fog lamps
 A stylish contribution to  
 safer bad-weather driving. 

10 Rear moulding 
 Protection against   
 accidental scuffs and  
 scrapes.

11 & 12 Mud flaps 
 Shaped for your car’s front  
 and rear wheel arches.
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Adventurous
Sometimes it’s good to get away and recharge those city batteries. You can do 
it with the Toyota roof rack and your choice of special carrying attachments. 
Together they create flexibility to more easily explore life’s leisure potential.

01 Roof rack
 Strong, lightweight,  
 aluminium, removable  
 design with security locking.  

02 Ski and snowboard holders
 Lockable design for skis  
 and snowboards. Available  
 in small, medium, large and  
 large luxury with an   
 extendable carrier.

05 Surfboard and mast holder
 Securely holds a surfboard  
 or wind-surfboard and  
 mast.

06 Bike holder
 Featuring a tough anti -  
 theft system and moulded  
 profiles to grip the bicycle  
 wheels.

03 & 04 Luggage box 
 Aerodynamic with a big  
 capacity, central locking  
 and passenger side   
 opening. Available in  
 standard and luxury.

Street-wise
The Aygo’s highly responsive steering and small turning circle are ideal for the 
city’s crowded streets and busy car parks. Even so, there are times when you’ll 
find the Toyota parking aid system a big help in avoiding accidental scuffs and 
scrapes. 

Toyota parking aid
The Toyota parking aid system 
has ultrasonic sensors in the 
bumper. These link to an in-car 
alarm that gives a progressively 
louder warning the closer you 
get to an obstacle.

16 17
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Your private space
The Aygo’s spacious interior reaches out to the spirit of the city. Bold shapes. Vibrant colours. Dynamic 
styling. It’s your own private space in a world of energy and excitement.

Toyota accessories help make that space even more personal. The luxury of heated front seats. Choices for 
everything from floor mats to gear shift knobs. Sun blinds for comfort and privacy. Each accessory expands 
the Aygo’s appetite for individuality. This is all about you and the life you lead.
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Sophisticated
Toyota accessories add a special touch of urban sophistication to the stylish, 
high quality Aygo interior. A leather steering wheel, your choice of gear shift 
knob, or how about heated front seats? Each gives your car that look and feel of 
true individuality.
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01 - 06 Shift knobs 
  Express individuality with 

your choice of custom 
designed Aygo shift knobs. 
For manual and automatic 
transmissions.

01 Shift knob - with black  
 stitching 

02 Shift knob - with grey  
 stitching

03 Shift knob - manual  
 transmission

04 Shift knob - automatic

05 Shift knob 

06 Shift knob - leather and  
 alloy

07 Leather steering wheel
  Style combined with extra 

grip and comfort.

08 Front seat heater
 Added warmth for those  
 really cold days.
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Personal
It’s the difference in people that makes life so exciting. Toyota accessories 
reflect this by offering choices for the individual. Each item, whether a glove 
box lid, sporty alloy pedals or foot-well illumination adds a personal touch to 
your Aygo’s interior.

Protective
Toyota floor mats are great for protecting the high quality Aygo interior. Your 
choices include luxurious velour in a range of vibrant colours, hard wearing 
needle-felt and ultra-tough rubber. Tailored for a perfect fit, they guard 
against the ins and outs of city life.
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01 Glove compartment lid
 Keeps your possessions  
 tidy and hidden from view.

02 Scuff plates 
 Added style with   
 protection for front and  
 back door sill paintwork.

03 Foot-well illumination
 Convenience and style for  
 those dark nights.

04 Alloy pedals
 Sports design in alloy with  
 rubber infills.

05 Ash tray
  With a snap-shut lid for car 

freshness.

01 - 03 Velour mats
  A luxury finish in 

anthracite, ice blue, blue or 
fire red. 

04 Needle-felt mats
 Hard wearing practicality  
 in an anthracite colour.

05 Rubber mats
 The ultimate protection  
 against dirt, mud and  
 liquids.
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01 Baby-Safe Plus restraint  
 seat    
 Features an integral  
 retractable canopy to  
 protect young skin against  
 the sun and wind.

02 Duo Plus ISO fix restraint  
 seat  
 For maximum safety the  
 seat locks into the rear ISO  
 fix bars to anchor directly  
 to the car body and also  
 has a top tether to prevent  
 forward tipping. Deep  
 padded wings increase  
 side impact protection.

03 Kid restraint seat    
 The seat has a booster  
 cushion and an adjustable  
 head rest to add flexibility  
 for a growing child.

Duo Plus ISO fix restraint seat
For children between 9 months and 4 years 
(approximately 9 to 18 kg).

Kid restraint seat
Height adjustable for children between 4 and 12 
years (approximately 15 to 36 kg). 

Reassuring
The Aygo, the city and children were made for each other. But youngsters 
come in all shapes and sizes and so keeping them safe needs careful thought. 
Be assured, with Toyota child restraint seats you have purpose designed 
options for each age group.

Thoughtful
Toyota accessories provide essential solutions to city challenges. For instance 
sun blinds help you stay cool when stuck in traffic on a hot day and also 
provide privacy when parked. Similarly, a trunk liner is perfect when you just 
need to dump things in the boot and go. Clever thinking!

01

02

03

01 Sun blinds – back
 Exactly the right size for  
 your Aygo’s back window.

02 Sun blinds – rear side
 Shaped to fit the Aygo’s  
 rear side windows .

Trunk liner
Thick non-slip rubber mat  
to protect against dirt and  
liquids.

Baby-Safe Plus restraint seat
Comfort and protection for babies from birth up 
to around 9 months (up to 13 kg). 
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01 Fire extinguisher, warning  
 triangle, first aid kit  
 Essential preparation for  
 whatever may wait around  
 the next corner.

02 Spare light bulbs kit   
 Be sure, be safe, with a  
 complete set of   
 replacement bulbs.

03 Reflecting jacket  
 See and be seen is a golden  
 rule of personal safety.

04 Replacement battery   
 A perfect fit for your  
 Aygo.

05 Touch-up paint   
 Available in stick and  
 aerosol for those little  
 scratches.

06 Tyre repair kit 
 Plugs into your car’s DC  
 socket to seal and inflate a  
 punctured tyre.

07 Car care systems   
 Glass cleaner, upholstery  
 cleaner, leather cleaner,  
 windscreen washer fluid.

Appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice. No part of this publication may be reproduced, without prior written permission from Toyota Motor Europe. 

Note: vehicles pictured and specifications detailed in this brochure may vary from models and equipment available in your area. 

© 2010 Published by Toyota Motor Europe, Accessory Business Division - Brussels.

Caring
Sometimes it’s the little things in life that make a big difference. That’s why 
the Toyota accessory range includes thoughtful extras to prepare you for the 
unexpected. With Toyota accessories you have choices to help care for you 
and your car.
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